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Ancillary Services Can Bring
New Profits, and New Risks
By John Welty, Practice Leader, SUITELIFE, Venture Insurance
Programs

Hotels provide a variety and growing number of ancillary
services from child care to swim lessons to spa treatments.
With so many different services being offered in one hotel, it
can become increasingly difficult for hotel owners and
operators to make sure they have the right protections in place
in case anything goes wrong. Unfortunately, when a hotel is
Mr. Welty
providing day care services, youth related events or intimate
spa services, among other things, risks abound. In this article,
we talk about the insurance coverages hotel owners and operators should consider when
they add additional service offerings to their suite of hotel guest services.
Waivers of liability are an important critical risk management technique in protecting the
hotel resort. Many believe that liability waivers are the first step in protecting the
policyholder, the hotel. Properly written and structured liability waiver documents become
the initial basis of defense in litigation. Enforceable liability waivers are the necessary first
step to protect a hotel's fitness center, spa, golf course, pool, etc. and other activities.
There are many web-based liability waiver templates and free recommendations that are
helpful, but keep in mind the weight having the right protection carries. At minimum, a hotel
should have its liability waivers reviewed by counsel. Each state, even jurisdictions within a
state, have different laws, rules and guidelines that need to be considered. A one-size-fitsall waiver does not exist, regardless of what the internet might claim.
In a nutshell, waivers are documents that transfer risk back to the signee, the guest.
Managing contractual risk is challenging at best, increasingly more difficult in the hotel
industry. Plaintiff attorneys continue to chip away at the protections waivers seek to provide
to hotel owners.
So, are waivers worth the cost of development and enforcement? Yes. In fact, a liability
waiver carries much more value than the cost to develop it. The money saved by a hotel for
even one claim now or in the future can be significant. A well written waiver may be the
single best tool a hotel's fitness facility, spa, pool, etc. has to manage risk. Remember that
the waiver is meant to release the hotel from liability for injury resulting from ordinary
negligence. A general or all-encompassing liability waiver that covers 'all activities' is not
advisable.
Even the best structured and worded liability waiver cannot protect a hotel from gross
negligence, reckless conduct or intentional acts. Gross negligence is defined by
www.law.com as "carelessness which is in reckless disregard for the safety or lives of
others, and is so great it appears to be a conscious violation of other people's right to
safety. It is more than simple inadvertence, but it is shy of intentionally evil."
Get Your Fitness Facility in Shape
Consider that many hotels, at a minimum, have a fitness center. They have several
elyipticals, stationary bicycles, some free weights, etc. On their own, these items may
appear harmless, but are these pieces of equipment secured to the floor or wall to prevent
tip over? Can a guest, who is working out, move the elliptical or stationary bicycle to get
closer to the fan or TV? This is a serious risk exposure for hotels as the industry has seen
numerous claims from guests trying to move a machine and subsequently sustaining
injuries.
Additionally, the hotel's fitness center often has a steam room that can be used by guests.
First, a waiver to use the fitness center and steam room should be signed, but that might
not release the hotel from all liability. Consider a situation where the guest sees that the
temperature can be changed. He increases the temperature and is sitting near the steam
inlet. As the temperature increases, the steam coming into the room results in a serious
burn to the guest.
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SEPTEMBER: Hotel Group Meetings: Blue Skies
Ahead

Staying Competitive in the
Group Meeting Market
By Jim Vandevender, Chief Marketing Officer, Knowland

As demand for hotel rooms drives increasing ADRs and
climbing occupancy rates, hotel sales teams and revenue
managers are honing sales strategies, evaluating
deployment and group segment potential, and strategically
choosing the right mix of room inventory allotted to their
transient and group segments. Pursuing the best segments
and selling smartly is the name of the game in an economic
environment in which many hotels can afford to be particular
about the business they book. For many years, it has been
easier to analyze market performance for the transient
segment than the group segment because of the availability
of data to paint a clear picture of what is driving a market’s
actualized activity. However, it is now becoming just as clear
for the group side due to recent advances in technology.
READ MORE

Group Business Strategies for
Every Season
By Kevin Fliess, Vice President Supplier Network Product
Marketing, Cvent

Seasonality is a blessing and curse for hospitality
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How could this incident have been prevented? First, guests should not have access to the
temperature setting. Second, the steam vent, from a pressure basis, should have a cover
or sign, at minimum, to prevent a guest from sitting too close to the steam vent.
Sadly, these accidents do occur in fitness facilities and saunas and can be a liability as a
YMCA in Massachusetts recently learned. In this case, a 62-year-old man was using the
YMCA's sauna after signing a waiver. Sadly, the man was later found unconscious on the
sauna floor with burns over up to 15 percent of his body. After undergoing numerous
surgeries, the man died. Evidence in the case, reported in an article titled "When Going to
the Gym Isn't Good for you: Liability for Gym Injuries" found that gym employees could not
unlock the control room to shut off the steam, proving the gym liable. Additionally, the gym's
defibrillator was not in working order because it had not been maintained.
Taking Care When it Comes to Children
What about children and minors? How many times have you signed a waiver for your child?
If you are a parent, you've probably signed too many to count. Although waivers for our
children or minors rarely hold up in most state courts, it is imperative that these waivers be
signed with either acknowledgement of the parent or the parent being present at all times
during the child's activity. If your hotel activity is open to minors, proper legal advice on the
language in the liability waiver wording is critical.
Notably, every claim is different and all cases are unalike in a court room. A similar case in
Maryland will have a different outcome in Michigan. Even in the same court room, a judge
or jury could rule differently in one case than in a similar case simply due to the variations in
the case details.
Whether we are providing bicycles for guests, canoe rentals on a lake, day camps, or
equestrian experiences, any number of inherent liability exposures await. Understanding
the exposure and hazards associated with each activity will better assist a hotel and its
legal team in the development of an appropriate waiver, signage, and instructions.
Take Care in Hosting Events
Consider a situation where a hotel owner allows a "professional" to host an event where
guests walk over hot burning coals with their bare feet. It is not 'mind over matter' when a
guest suffers first degree burns, especially when the so-called expert carries no insurance.
In this scenario, the expert transferred this risk to the hotel in the event agreement leaving
the hotel subject to litigation. Hotels need to be wary of these experts. Even self-help
celebrity Tony Robbins' program participants have experienced injuries, according to CNN.
Another risky fad is Lawn Zorb Soccer or Bubble Soccer, where guests wear inflatable
bubbles to crash into each other on the field. Sounds like it would be a blast, but dangerous
injuries have occurred. While not at a hotel, bubble soccer led to a brain injury for a high
school soccer captain outside Atlanta, according to the Atlanta Journal-Constitution.

professionals who want to plan ahead. Cvent’s customer
success team receives calls, emails, and tweets every day
from hoteliers looking to take the reins of the data they’ve
already collected to fill need periods. Whether they want to
maintain repeat group business or expand to new markets,
so many of our partners value the importance of using
predictable, recurring behaviors to make strong sales and
marketing strategies that last. READ MORE

Sales Managers and Meeting
Planners: Different Hats - Same
Team
By Jill Farley, Director of Sales & Marketing, Kinzie Hotel

Hotel sales managers and meeting planners have been
working together for decades. We have had our ups and
downs with everything and anything that could go right and
wrong. That said, at the day we are here for our clients and
guests. With that common ground established; now how do
we achieve our common goal? For me, I am 100%
transparent with my meeting planners, groups, and guests. I
teach my team to not be in it for the next best group that
comes along. We want to create strong partnerships with our
colleagues for the long haul. READ MORE

The Discipline of Luxury
Touchpoints are Not Just for the
Leisure Traveler
By Dana Orlando, General Manager, Hotel Ivy

Group business is a wonderful driver of market share in all
tiers of our industry. The ability to understand the details of
luxury touchpoints can be an important competitive
advantage. I hope to share a few stories and examples of
how applying the disciplined approach to crafting luxury
touchpoints can create tremendous energy, increase group
market share and achieve authentic guest engagement.
READ MORE

A Waiver Alone is Not Enough
Liability waivers are not guaranteed to withstand judicial scrutiny in every state as there are
variations and interpretations in every jurisdiction. As states define these waivers in legal
terms of 'Express Assumption of Risk' to 'Exculpatory Clauses,' it has become increasingly
difficult to transfer the risk back to the guest.
Waivers alone are not a sure solution. Hotels need to take additional steps to ensure they
have the protection they need. Aside from having well-written, legally-reviewed waivers,
hotels should be sure they are carrying the appropriate limits or level of liability insurance
and that they are implementing proper risk management and safety procedures. This could
include the maintenance of equipment and training employees to be alert to potential risks.
By making sure risk management is top of mind for everyone in the hotel organization,
hotels can ensure they are in the best possible shape to prevent incidents, protect their
guests, employees, the hotel's reputation and its future. The right insurer can help hotels
understand their risk exposure and determine the best ways to protect the business.
John Welty is the practice leader for SUITELIFE, an all-lines insurance and risk program for
upscale hotels and resort properties administered by Venture Insurance Programs. Venture
is a national program administrator for select industries, including the hotel, hotel resort,
hotel management and luxury boutiques industries. At Venture, Mr. Welty is responsible for
managing SUITELIFE’s underwriting team and maintaining the company’s top-tier carrier
relationships. He is responsible for pro-actively and strategically managing the retention
and growth of the SUITELIFE through disciplined underwriting, managing program
profitability, and program expansion and development. Mr. Welty has worked in the
insurance industry for more than 30 years, specializing in commercial risks. Mr. Welty can
be contacted at 800-282-6247 ext. 276 or JWelty@ventureprograms.com. Please visit
http://ventureprograms.com for more information. Extended Bio...
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Review. Articles cannot be republished without prior written consent by
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Coming Up In The October Online Hotel Business Review
FEATURE FOCUS

Revenue Management: Technology and Big Data
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Like most businesses, hotels are relying on technology and data to drive almost every area of
their operations, but perhaps this is especially true for hotel Revenue Managers. There has
been an explosion of technology tools which generate a mountain of data – all in an effort to
generate profitable pricing strategies. It falls to Revenue Managers to determine which tools
best support their operations and then to integrate them efficiently into their existing systems.
Customer Relationship Management, Enterprise Resource Planning, and Online Reputation
Management software are basic tools; others include channel managers, benchmark reports,
rate shopping tools and review systems, to name a few. The benefits of technology tools which
automate large segments of a Revenue Manager’s business are enormous. Freed from the
time-consuming process of manual data entry, and having more accurate data available, allows
Revenue Managers to focus on analysis, strategies and longer-term decision-making. Still, for
most hotels, the amount of data that these tools generate can be overwhelming and so another
challenge is to figure out how to effectively utilize it. Not surprisingly, there are some new tech
tools that can help to do exactly that. There are cloud-based analytics tools that provide a
comprehensive overview of hotel data on powerful, intuitive dashboards. The goal is to
generate a clear picture, at any moment in time, of where your hotel is at in terms of the
essentials – from benchmarking to pricing to performance – bringing all the disparate streams
of data into one collated dashboard. Another goal is to eliminate any data discrepancies
between finance systems, PMS, CRM and forecasting systems. The October issue of the Hotel
Business Review will address all these important developments and document how some
leading hotels are executing their revenue management strategies.
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executives, providing white papers on best practices in hotel management and operations. With a
dedicated board of more than 300 contributing editors - some of the most recognizable names in
hotels - the Hotel Business Review maintains a progressive flow of exclusive content every week, so
that owners, operators, senior executives, investors and developers can stay informed on the
constant changes in the hotel industry. k
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